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Abstract. Formal central bank independence in nondemocracies varies strongly even 
after accounting for factors such as exchange rate policy. This is puzzling, since it is 
known that autocracies have greater difficulties establishing credible monetary policies 
through independent central banks than democracies due to their greater concentration of 
executive power and lack of transparency, thus raising the question of why autocracies 
would ever formally delegate to central banks. This paper analyzes the preferences of 
authoritarian leaders for legal central bank independence. Its main argument is that there 
is a nonlinear relationship between personalism and central bank independence: regimes 
with very low and very high levels of personalism tend to have lower central bank 
independence compared to states with intermediate degrees of personalism. Where 
personalization is low, autocrats tend to face greater constraints and more political 
competition, leading to increased contestation over political institutions. In these states, 
leaders choose lower central bank independence as a signal of political strength and 
control over monetary policymaking. On the other hand, in strongly personalized 
regimes, leaders face few risks associated with central bank independence, but leaders 
tend to discount the benefits of central bank independence and thus prefer not to 
implement costly central bank reforms. In contrast, nondemocracies with intermediate 
levels of personalism are most likely to reform central banks and will tend to have the 
highest levels of central bank independence. I support my arguments using recent data on 
central bank independence from 1970-2012, analyzing both an aggregate measure of 
central bank independence, as well as component measures and the likelihood of reform. 
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Introduction 

In the summer of 2016, the governor of the Central Bank of Iran proposed a banking 

reform bill that would enhance the bank’s policymaking independence and formally define price 

stability and inflation control as the key objectives of its monetary policy. According to vice-

governor Ali Akbar Komijani “The bill calls for legal independence for the central bank in 

various aspects, namely organization and structure, budgeting and regulatory affairs” (Financial 

Tribune 2016).  In accordance with these plans, President Rouhani recently confirmed his 

commitment to major banking reforms at his second swearing-in ceremony (Motamedi 2018). 

The bill would mark the first reform of legal central bank independence in Iran since 1983. Yet 

while the IMF has praised the reform effort, it also notes that it falls short in key areas, such as 

transparency of policymaking (US Institute of Peace 2016). Even if the reform passes, the central 

bank governor will require presidential approval for monetary policymaking decisions, thereby 

significantly limiting the bank’s autonomy.  

While Iran’s recent attempts at central bank reform can be viewed as part of an effort to 

make the country more competitive following the Iran Deal, it also raises broader questions 

about the role of central bank independence in authoritarian countries. Over the previous three 

decades, central bank independence (CBI), the idea that central banks should operate without 

operational and political interference from governments, has become an internationally accepted 

norm, and many developed and developing countries have increased the legal independence of 

their central banks (see e.g. Cukierman 2008). Yet despite this development, scholars have 

cautioned that legal central bank independence often diverges significantly from actual, de facto 

independence. This is because, even where laws granting monetary policymaking authority to 

central banks are in place, central banks may nevertheless be subject to political pressures that 

limit their independent decision-making power in practice. For instance, although recent reforms 
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in Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia have increased formal central bank autonomy, “the actual 

progress toward independence has varied. […] the de jure progress is not necessarily reflective 

of the de facto implementation of reforms.” (Momani 2014, 5)  

Because of this potential disconnect between the legal status and the actual practice of 

central bank independence, legal CBI reforms may lack credibility in the eyes of investors and 

the public. Even where legal and actual CBI do not diverge, mere uncertainty about whether 

central banks have autonomy can undermine their credibility. As a result, formal central bank 

independence may not lead to the intended effects of monetary policy stability in certain states. 

As many scholars, such as Sylvia Maxfield, have pointed out, “There is a considerable 

disjuncture between formal independence, on the one hand, and actual central bank behavior and 

capacity, on the other. […] de facto authority does appear correlated with low inflation.” 

(Maxfield 1994: 557) 

Existing research suggests that this difficulty is particularly acute in nondemocratic states, 

where policymaking tends to be opaque and subject to fewer checks and balances compared to 

democracies (see Bodea and Hicks 2015). Because dictatorial governments often retain the 

power to unilaterally reverse or ignore existing laws, and to fire or imprison political opponents, 

the presence of CBI legislation is thought to have little “bite”. Consequently, it is difficult for 

autocratic central banks to signal that they are operating independently of government 

interference (e.g. Broz 2002). In other words, the existing literature on central bank 

independence suggests that legal central bank independence in nondemocratic states may be 

nothing more than “window dressing” that legitimizes a regime and that has no positive effect on 

monetary policy stability (Bodea and Hicks 2015, Broz 2002, Keefer and Stasavage 2003). 

The recent appointment of Elvira Nabiullina as governor of the Russian central bank 

provides an illustration of the distinction between legal and de facto CBI. When Vladimir Putin 
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announced her nomination in early 2013, it was clear that he had chosen a close political ally 

who would follow his preferred economic policy. As one economist at a Russian investment 

bank observed at the time: “This will certainly be perceived by markets as a signal that the 

central bank of Russia in the future will be much more subject to pressure. This is a blow to the 

independence of the central bank” (Kramer 2013). Since taking office, Putin has implemented 

several legal amendments that have formally decreased central bank independence, but he has 

worked even harder to increase his de facto control over the central bank: “More important, 

however, has been the decline in the CBR’s [Central Bank of Russia] de facto autonomy under 

Putin. By ousting the CBR’s influential governor […] Putin ensured that the CBR could no 

longer win (or often even fight) policy battles with the government” (Johnson 2004: 2). 

The Russian case thus presents a contrast to the proposed Iranian reforms, since it is a 

case of a deliberate decrease in central bank autonomy. While there is some plausibility to the 

window dressing hypothesis, the causes and effects of central bank independence in authoritarian 

states remain unexplored. In particular, if we accept the argument that legal CBI has no bearing 

on economic outcomes in nondemocratic states, then we may expect that there is little variation 

in central bank independence across theses states.  Surprisingly, however, de jure central bank 

independence varies significantly across nondemocratic states, and instances of central bank 

reform occur relatively frequently. While central bank reforms tend to be relatively rare for all 

states, there are 168 recorded cases of reform in nondemocratic states, of which the majority 

changed CBI in the direction of greater independence.2 Figure 1 illustrates the variation in CBI 

across nondemocratic states over time. It suggests that legal central bank autonomy varies 

significantly across nondemocracies, ranging from nearly nonexistent to higher than that of the 

average democracy. There is also a trend towards greater formal central bank independence 
																																																								
2 “Nondemocracy” is defined as a polity2 score of 5 or lower by Polity; only 32 reforms, about 19%, resulted in 
decreased legal central bank independence. 
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across time for both democratic and nondemocratic states; however, the trend is less pronounced 

for the latter.  

 

 

Figure 1. Central Bank Independence over time 
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choice of de jure central bank independence under nondemocracy. In particular, if it is true that 

de jure CBI lacks credibility in nondemocracies, then it is unclear why these states would ever 

implement potentially costly legal CBI reforms, in either direction of reform. What factors might 

explain the significant variation in CBI across these states? In evaluating this puzzle, I focus on 

the demand-side of central bank independence by evaluating elite preferences for CBI in 

nondemocratic states. While the “window dressing” hypothesis provides one potential 
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important to the survival of the regime (see e.g. Gandhi 2008, Svolik 2012, Magaloni 2006, 

Pepinsky 2014). This paper assesses to what extent a similar reasoning can be extended to 

nondemocratic central banks.  

In particular, I argue that de jure central bank independence is driven by structural factors 

within autocratic regimes that influence both likelihood of CBI reform. My central argument is 

that there is a non-linear relationship between the level of personalism in a dictatorship and 

central bank independence: authoritarian leaders with very low and very high degrees of 

personalism prefer lower levels of central bank independence. On the other hand, central bank 

independence tends to be higher in states with intermediate levels of personalism. In other words, 

I suggest that there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between central bank independence and 

personalism.  

To explain this nonlinear relationship, I argue that autocrats in states with low levels of 

personalism tend to be subject to greater constraints and are more likely to encounter challenges 

to their rule. As a result, political institutions tend to be more contested compared to democratic 

states and more personalized regimes. Signaling control over political institutions and inducing 

compliance with institutional roles are key concerns of authoritarian leaders in these states. 

Consequently, I argue that non-personalized autocrats prefer to set low levels of central bank 

independence as a signal of regime strength. I further test this argument by looking at the role of 

political competition in nondemocracies and arguing that higher political competition and the 

presence of organized opposition in autocracies is associated with lower CBI.  

However, authoritarian leaders’ incentives to keep central banks dependent weaken as 

their rule becomes more personalized. In states with higher levels of personalism, leaders often 

have longer time horizons and face less political competition. As a result they tend to be more 

willing to provide central banks with autonomy in order to increase their appeal to investors. 
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Finally, where personalism is very high, there are fewer political risks for leaders and lower costs 

associated with central bank independence, but leaders tend to discount the potential benefits of 

central bank independence. Highly personalized leaders prefer tools of repression and rent 

extraction to building sound monetary institutions. As a result, they tend to have low incentives 

for central bank reforms. 

While institutionalization in authoritarian states has received more attention in recent 

literature, existing research focuses mostly on the role of parties, legislatures, and elections. 

Much less attention has been paid to other institutions, such as monetary policy institutions. This 

paper aims to remedy this gap in the literature by analyzing central banks. My arguments support 

Svolik’s claim that  “while many institutions in dictatorships nominally mirror their democratic 

counterparts, their political ends may be distinctively authoritarian” (Svolik 2013: 9). This 

applies to monetary policy institutions as well. The next section provides an overview of the 

theory of central bank independence and outlines my theory, before describing my research 

design and empirical results. 

 
 
 
Background and Theory 
 

The central functions of central banks include conducting monetary policy, ensuring the 

stability of the financial system, and acting as a lender of last resort to commercial banks. Central 

bank independence is important in executing these functions because it solves the time-

inconsistency problem of monetary policy (see Kydland and Prescott 1977). Time inconsistency 

arises because policymakers may be motivated to promise low-inflation policies, but then 

subsequently have incentives to renege on this promise in order to gain short-term political and 

economic advantages. Specifically, policymakers may pursue expansionary monetary policy in 
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order to stimulate the economy and decrease unemployment prior to an election. If private actors 

set their expectations based on the announced low-inflation policy goal, they may lose out in the 

short run. This awareness of the time inconsistency problem may then lead these private actors to 

mistrust the policymaker. As a result, announcements of low-inflation policies will not lead to 

the expected higher growth. As long as central banks are not formally independent of the 

government, the time inconsistency problem remains, because governments retain the power to 

intervene in monetary policy by overriding the central bank’s decision. This is why many 

governments delegate monetary policy authority to independent central banks.  

Scholars generally distinguish several dimensions of central bank independence, 

including whether the central bank has clearly defined policy goals that are not influenced by 

government policy aims, whether the bank may lend to the government, and whether the 

government has influence over hiring the central bank’s board members. The most common 

measure of legal independence that attempts to capture these aspects of independence in a 

weighted aggregate measure is by Cukierman (1992) and has been updated by various scholars.3 

Using this measure of central bank independence, a large body of research suggests that higher 

CBI leads to more stable monetary policy and lower inflation in democratic states (See e.g. 

Grilli, Masiandaro, and Tabellini 1991; Cukierman, Webb, and Neyapti 1992; Alesina and 

Summers 1993; Crowe and Meade 2008).  

Although most of the existing literature focuses on democracies in assessing the 

determinants of central bank independence, many of the arguments can be applied to autocracies. 

In their early analysis, Cukierman and Webb suggest that instability of the executive negatively 

affects central bank autonomy (Cukierman and Webb 1995: 401). The authors suggest that lower 

CBI is associated with frequent political transitions; in particular, the replacement of a central 

																																																								
3See appendix for an overview of this measure. 
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bank governor is more likely shortly after a political transition. Other research on institutions and 

CBI finds that the presence of multiple political veto players (Keefer and Stasavage 2002, 2003) 

as well as checks and balances (Moser 1999), and diverse political coalitions (Crowe 2008) make 

credible delegation to central banks more likely. Bernhard (1998) suggests that central bank 

independence can help resolve coalitional conflicts linked to informational asymmetries, and 

consequently central banks will be more independent where government coalitions are diverse or 

polarized. Legally independent central banks may also make more credible “scapegoats” during 

economic crises (e.g. Boylan 2001: 55). A related strand of research argues that CBI reforms are 

more likely when a democratic government expects to lose office or be replaced by another 

government (e.g. Boylan 1998), since they have incentives to “lock in” monetary policy reforms. 

Other research, however, does not confirm a relationship between political transitions and central 

bank reform (De Haan and Siermann 1994; De Haan and Van’t Hag 1995; Eijffinger and de 

Haan 1996).  

With respect to non-OECD states, Carolina Garriga argues that developing countries 

increase CBI when they have a need for capital, for example, because of growth problems: 

“Developing countries need to signal their commitment to a stable economic policy, and CBI is 

one of the principal signals that international investors and lenders ask for” (Garriga 2010: 58). 

Maxfield (1994) also focuses on developing countries, arguing that the main reason politicians 

increase central bank independence in these states is to signal their credit worthiness to 

international investors. On the other hand, she suggests that high government deficits relative to 

revenue will lead governments to prefer a more dependent central bank that is “subject to close 

executive direction and unrestrained in its ability to finance the state and other favored actors.” 

(Maxfield 1004: 564) While Maxfield’s arguments are plausible, it is unclear how they apply to 
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nondemocratic states, where governments often have wide-ranging means for extracting rents, 

potentially decreasing the relevance of formal monetary institutions. 

While previous research has explored differences between developed and developing 

economies, not much attention has been paid to central banking under autocracy. Overall, 

nondemocratic countries have slightly lower levels of legal CBI than democracies, whereas de 

jure CBI tends to increase for countries with higher Polity scores, as is illustrated by Figure 2 

below, and this trend has persisted over time despite overall increases in CBI. This is consistent 

with research that finds that CBI is positively correlated with political stability and civil liberty 

(Bagheri and Habini 1998), and that CBI is higher in OECD countries with strong checks and 

balances on legislative procedure (Moser 1999). 

 

 
Figure 2. Central Bank Independence by Polity2 score 
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have unique motivations for desiring, or not desiring, CBI. Secondly, there may be regime-

specific reasons why credible central bank autonomy is more difficult to accomplish under 

nondemocracy even if a government tries to implement it. As argued above, the existing 

literature focuses primarily on the second question, suggesting that central bank independence 

generally lacks credibility under nondemocracy; however, the focus on this paper is specifically 

on the first question, which has not yet been addressed in existing research.4 

There are several reasons to think that autocratic governments have fewer incentives to 

implement central bank independence than their democratic counterparts. First, in a recent paper, 

Bodea et al. argue that independent central banks limit fiscal spending in party-based regimes, 

increasing their likelihood of breakdown. If this is true, we may expect these types of regimes to 

be less likely to have independent central banks (Bodea et al 2018). Relatedly, most of the 

literature focuses on electoral incentives as key determinants of monetary policy institutions, yet 

many autocracies do not hold regular elections. Although a lack of regular elections does not 

make the time inconsistency disappear completely, the precise timing and form of this problem 

may be different for autocracies. In electoral autocracies, autocrats can set elections in a way to 

coincide with positive economic performance and low unemployment, when the leader’s 

popularity is at its peak, and so may be less dependent on short-term monetary policy 

manipulation. Other autocracies do not hold elections at all. Nevertheless, there is growing 

evidence that electoral business cycles do exist in autocracies (see Higashijima 2016; Blaydes 

2011). Changing international norms have also led autocrats to hold elections more frequently, 

and central bank independence may have increasing relevance as a result (see Gandhi and Lust-

Okar 2009). Similarly, autocrats may feel increasing pressures to adopt independent central 

banks as they have become a global norm (Polillo and Guillén 2005). 
																																																								
4	In a related paper, I analyze factors that may help nondemocratic states increase the credibility of legal CBI 
reforms.	
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Furthermore, rather than being accountable to a voting public, autocrats may be more 

concerned about a smaller elite audience, who may have privileged information about de facto 

CBI, and consequently implementing legal CBI could be less relevant for nondemocracies. 

Finally, specific functions of central banks other than monetary policymaking may be important 

for autocratic states than they would be under democracy. Thus for instance, autocrats often rely 

on central bank funding to support their regime and elite supporters.5  

Finally, the lack of credibility of central bank reforms may itself decrease the likelihood 

of these reforms happening. Thus Broz argues that since lack of transparency is an obstacle to 

credible central bank independence, autocracies tend to be more reliant on fixed exchange rates 

as a way to build monetary policy credibility. Thus “the transparency of the peg substitutes for 

political system transparency” (Broz 2002: 861). Although this argument implies that fixed 

exchange rates are a substitute for central bank independence (CBI) in autocracies, other scholars 

have pointed out that in practice, states can choose any combination of independent or dependent 

central banks and fixed or floating exchange rates. In theory, the credibility problem of central 

banks applies similarly to exchange rate pegs, because governments can choose to adjust or 

abandon fixed exchange rates at any point. This may explain why some nondemocratic 

governments may want to adopt both or neither. Cristina Bodea offers a useful way of thinking 

about the relationship between these two institutions, arguing that where neither institution is 

credible, “governments choose both institutions.” (Bodea 2010: 411) While credibility concerns 

may explain why nondemocratic states on average have slightly lower CBI than democratic 

states, the fact that central bank autonomy varies so strongly across nondemocracies suggests 

that additional factors are driving dictators’ choice of monetary policy institutions. Thus, while 

																																																								
5	For example, recently declassified documents from the Argentine central bank under dictatorship show that the 
Argentine military used secret central bank loans to make weapons purchases and build economic ties with other 
dictatorships (e.g. Veigel 2010: 65). The secret nature of these loans further illustrates the credibility problem that 
autocrats tend to face in relation to central banks.	
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the interplay between exchange rates and central bank legislation is an interesting topic for future 

study, it likely cannot fully explain choice of central bank autonomy. As a result, this paper 

focuses primarily on the role of central bank independence while controlling for the presence of 

fixed exchange rates.  

 I argue that structural variation within autocracies can account for differences in CBI 

across autocracies, and that these structural factors influence the level of central bank 

independence chosen by dictatorial governments. In particular, I suggest that central bank 

independence is related in a nonlinear manner to the level of personalism within nondemocratic 

states: states with very low and very high levels of personalism tend to have low levels of central 

bank independence, whereas states with intermediate levels of personalism tend to adopt higher 

levels of central bank independence. The remainder of this section will explain my theoretical 

argument, before describing my research design. 

First, I follow existing literature on authoritarianism in assuming that the primary 

political goal of nondemocratic leaders is to remain in office. Authoritarian leaders, who may be 

individual dictators or a group, such as a junta or party committee, generally vary in the extent to 

which they need the support of other elite actors in order to survive. I follow Geddes, Wright, 

and Frantz (2017) in defining “personalism” as the degree to which an authoritarian leader has 

concentrated his political power: “The defining feature of personalist dictatorship is that the 

dictator has personal discretion and control over the key levers of power in his political system. 

[…] Personalist dictators juggle, manipulate, and divide-and-rule other powerful political 

actors.” (Geddes et al. 2017: 1) For example, highly personalist dictators, such as 

Turkmenistan’s Niyazovv, tend to be unconstrained by political institutions and dependent on 

only a small number of politically connected regime insiders, whereas more institutionalized 

regimes, such as modern China, may require the support of a larger number of actors inside the 
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party base or a central committee in order to remain in office. While previous research on 

authoritarianism tended to classify regimes into distinct categories, with personalist regimes 

grouped into one “box”, more recent research by Geddes et al (2017) and others argue that we 

should adopt a more unified approach to analyzing authoritarian regimes, in that all 

nondemocracies have an underlying degree of personalism, which varies both across states and 

within countries over time. This approach has the advantage of avoiding issues relating to 

overlap and gaps between regime categories, thereby allowing for more consistent analysis both 

within and across countries. Figure 3 illustrates the average level of personalism across 

nondemocratic states over time. 

 

 

Figure 3. Average Levels of Personalism, 1970-20106 
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Existing research shows that the consequences of losing office outside of regulated 

succession in nondemocratic states are often dire, and may include imprisonment or death (e.g. 

Goemans 2000). As a result, nondemocratic leaders may be even more urgently concerned with 

staying in power than their democratic counterparts. I argue that the choice of monetary policy 

institutions is linked to dictators’ concerns about maximizing political power; although central 

bank independence under nondemocracy may not lead to inflation control, it has other functions 

that are tied to potential regime survival.  

Autocrats use a host of resources in order to maximize their likelihood of staying in 

office. This includes building legitimacy and deflecting blame, offering material rewards and 

institutional concessions to supporters, and repressing dissent. Using these tools generally 

requires a certain degree of control over political institutions and access to regime funding. 

Dictators can also send strategic signals about their level of power and political position in order 

to motivate supporters and discourage collective action against them. The choice of monetary 

policy institutions is directly related to these strategies: in particular, I argue that the level of 

central bank independence can act as a signal of authoritarian strength to regime supporters and 

opponents. While previous research has examined the signaling effects of central bank 

independence, it focuses primarily on its role as a signal to investors and does not consider the 

potential impact on other, primarily political audiences. 

A central concern for authoritarian governments is to induce compliance with formal and 

informal institutional rules.  Political actors in democratic states generally accept the institutional 

“rules of the game” and debates center primarily around policy content; on the other hand, 

nondemocratic institutions lack transparency and legitimacy and thus the institutions themselves 

are subject to greater political contestation. Since institutionalization is weaker than under 

democracy, autocrats must closely monitor the compliance of agents operating within the formal 
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institutions they have created. In doing so, authoritarian leaders are concerned with signaling that 

they are able to exert top-down control over institutions in order to ensure that central bankers 

and other political actors comply with the policy wishes of the authoritarian government. 

Thus, while delegation to formal political institutions, ranging from courts to central 

banks, can help authoritarian governments make policies more efficiently and insulate them from 

backlash against potentially controversial policy reforms, delegation also has a potential to 

undermine authoritarian rule. Under conditions of high political uncertainty and intransparency, 

a dictator’s need to signal their own policymaking authority and institutional power may 

therefore trump conventional considerations about delegation. 

While high levels of formal central bank autonomy may or may not convey information 

about de facto monetary policymaking authority, low levels of CBI clearly convey that monetary 

policy-making is firmly in the hands of the government rather than the central bank. A dependent 

central bank indicates that an authoritarian government intends to exercise a high level of control 

over political institutions and will not tolerate collective action by external actors aimed at 

influencing economic policy. In doing so, central bank legislation shapes actors’ expectations 

about monetary policymaking rules. As I argue below, this is particularly relevant when an 

authoritarian government’s hold on power is insecure and likely to be challenged. 

Disputes over institutions may originate both from the authoritarian elite’s own ranks and 

from political opponents. First, policymakers and bureaucrats within the central bank may be less 

willing to execute policies set by an authoritarian government, particularly if they are 

controversial policies, if the government’s hold on power is perceived to be tenuous. Central 

bank bureaucrats are driven by their policy beliefs and career aspirations and may be hesitant to 

support a regime if they do not expect it to last, especially if they are aware that they will likely 

be taking the blame for policy outcomes. Because of this possibility, dictators often prefer to 
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employ loyal regime supporters within central banks. Yet even initially loyal central bank 

governors and bureaucrats may seek to enhance their de facto policy-making autonomy in the 

longer term. For instance, Fernández-Albertos argues that “it is not difficult to think of cases in 

which the central bank can act strategically to gain control over fiscal policy” (Fernández-

Albertos 2015: 227). Central bank authority often spills over to fiscal policy and other areas of 

economic policy, all of which are key policy areas that affect the distribution of economic 

benefits among authoritarian elites. As a result, autocrats have strong incentives to send clear 

signals of the distribution of policymaking power.  

When central bankers fail to execute the wishes of authoritarian leaders, they will likely 

be removed from office. Yet frequent removal of central bank governors can cast a negative light 

on authoritarian governments by portraying a sense of chaotic policymaking and political 

instability.7 As a result, autocratic leaders concerned about compliance prefer to set lower levels 

of central bank independence ex ante, because low formal CBI sends a clear signal to central 

bankers that monetary policymaking authority is not in their hands. Rules about the hiring and 

firing of central bank governors in particular can signal to central bank governors that they must 

comply carefully with government wishes if they want to remain in office. Ideally in the eyes of 

autocrats, this will make central bankers less likely to disobey them, but it also provides them 

with more legitimate, legal avenues for firing central bankers in case of non-compliance. It is 

important to remember that central bank bureaucrats, whether dependent or independent, have 

deeper insights into government debt and the structure of regime finance than most other elite 

actors, giving them potential political leverage over autocratic leaders. This is further reason why 

autocratic leaders are concerned with signaling the degree to which they have control over 

																																																								
7	It	is	not	uncommon	for	governments	to	emphasize	removal	was	not	for	political,	but	personal	reasons.	This	
suggests	that	dictators	are	indeed	concerned	about	how	removal	of	central	bank	governors	is	perceived.	Add	
citations.	
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central bank actors. Institutional rules under autocracy are, at least to some extent, an expression 

of the balance of power between political elites (Svolik 2013), and formal central bank 

legislation reflects the balance of power between elite economic actors and the government. 

Secondly, the presence of formal institutional structures in an authoritarian state provides 

a potential channel of coordination between opposition members, who may seek to gain the 

political support of the central bank. Thus an independent central bank may become more vocal 

in “calling out” bad economic policy and publicly critiquing the government, thereby 

strengthening political opposition. For example, in 1998, a number of high ranking central bank 

officials in Malaysia were forced to resign after finance minister Anwar Ibrahim began to 

challenge Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad’s government. The fired central bankers, along 

with the governor “were widely seen as allies” of Ibrahim (Agence-France Presse 1998a), who 

himself was jailed in 1999 as part of Mahathir’s increasing consolidation of power (e.g. Slater 

2003). When both the central bank governor and his deputy resigned, Mahathir acknowledged 

that political agreements had led to the resignations: “We thought that he would have resigned 

long ago because he knows of course we did not approve of the policy recommended by him” 

(Agence-France Presse 1998b). 

Examples of authoritarian central banks criticizing proposed government policies are 

relatively common. In a survey of 24 developing and developed countries, Moser-Boehm finds 

that central bank frequently comment on government policies that go beyond monetary policy, 

including fiscal policy and budget decisions. The author finds that “it is quite rare for central 

banks to consider it a taboo to comment on economic policies of the government” (Moser-

Boehm 2006: 55). In an authoritarian context, this can be seen in the example of the Thai central 

bank. Following economic crisis, in the early 2000s news sources reported frequent clashes 

between the central bank governor and troubled Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra. As one 
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source writes about former central bank governor Chatu Mongol Sonakul, he is “battle-hardened 

from years of bureaucratic infighting […] it seems he’s been waiting to ambush the prime 

minister”. Some central bank governors manage to independently establish a positive reputation 

for competence, which undermines potential government attempts to scapegoat central banks. 

Thus, a Thai Daily characterizes the central bank governor in glowing terms: “The central bank 

governor, whether you'd call him a maverick or otherwise, has been portrayed as a man of 

integrity, independent thinking and honour, who has the national interest close to his heart, and is 

dedicated to protecting the bank’s independence from politicians” (Bangkok the Nation 2001). In 

the eyes of dictators, firing a central bank governor is not always sufficient for eliminating them 

as a potential threat. This explains why some fired central bank governors are arrested or even 

disappear, such as Turkmenistan’s former governor Seitbai Kandimov, after he was blamed for 

embezzlement (Saidazimova 2007; Prove They are Alive! Campaign 2017).  

By increasing information and transparency about economic and monetary policymaking, 

independent central banks can therefore facilitate opposition coordination. Independent central 

banks not only shape monetary policy, but also influence and publicly report on fiscal policy, 

government budgets, and lending (e.g. Moser-Boehm 2006), thereby providing public 

information about economic policymaking. For these reasons, increasing central bank 

independence is potentially risky for nondemocratic governments that face these challenges. 

Choosing a low level of legal central bank autonomy, on the other hand, can signal that 

autocratic leaders are strong and intend to firmly intervene in monetary policies, thereby 

decreasing the likelihood of non-compliance and challenges by opposition members.  

Not all nondemocratic states have these concerns, however. I argue that these concerns 

are strongest in authoritarian states with low levels of personalism and relatively high political 

competition. Leaders in non-personalized regimes tend to face greater policy constraints and 
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more frequent challenges to their political authority. Similarly, greater political competition and 

the presence of an organized opposition in autocracies increase contestation over monetary 

policy, and thus raise the risk of political challenges and non-compliance by central bankers. In 

addition, highly competitive nondemocracies are also more likely to have political business 

cycles (Higashijima 2016), and autocratic leaders may be hesitant to give up control over 

monetary policy in order to retain their ability to stimulate the economy and increase their 

popularity whenever the political opposition becomes too threatening. 

 Consequently, I argue that autocratic governments will choose lower levels of central 

bank independence in regimes that have low levels of personalism and high levels of competition 

in order to signal their control over monetary policy to political elites inside the central bank as 

well as in the opposition. Lower central bank independence in these states will also put an upper 

bound on the extent to which central bankers can increase their de facto policymaking autonomy 

and permits autocrats to control central banks through legal and more legitimate channels, as 

opposed to methods of violent repression that may be more prominent in states where opposition 

is not legal. 

However, the benefits of keeping central banks dependent diminish as a regime’s level of 

personalism increases: nondemocracies with higher degrees of personalism face fewer political 

constraints and fewer challenges to their rule. As a result, there is less political uncertainty and 

less contestation over institutions. At the same time, more personalist leaders often have 

relatively long time horizons and are concerned with attracting investment, and thus they may 

seek to gain the potential economic and political benefits of independent central banks. Many 

states with intermediate levels of personalism, such as Morocco or Kazakhstan, still hold 

elections and have the potential for political budget cycles. In these states, delegating to an 
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independent central bank will be less politically risky for leaders and can potentially signal a 

willingness for economic reform even if the credibility of these reforms is somewhat limited.     

Lastly, however, I argue that highly personalized dictatorships again prefer lower levels 

of central bank independence. In these highly consolidated authoritarian states, there are few 

political risks associated with independent central banks, and consequently there is little need for 

leaders to signal regime strength through dependent central banks. However, highly personalist 

also tend to discount the benefits of central bank independence and consequently lack the 

incentives to implement central bank reforms. Highly personalized leaders require little outside 

support in order to make policy. As a result, institutions in these states are often highly 

underdeveloped or absent. Since highly personalist autocrats do not depend on coalition-building 

for their political survival, the potential distributive effects of economic policy are less important 

to them. These leaders are more likely to rule by repression and intimidation than attention to 

sound monetary policy. Therefore, I expect the relationship between personalism and central 

bank independence to follow an inverted U-shape. To sum up my empirical predictions, I expect 

the following: 

 

Hypothesis 1 (Personalism): There is a nonlinear relationship between personalism and central 

bank independence in nondemocratic states:  nondemocratic regimes with low levels of 

personalism and those with very high levels of personalism tend to have lower levels of central 

bank independence. Nondemocracies with intermediate levels of personalism have the highest 

level of central bank independence. 
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Hypothesis 2 (Competitiveness): More competitive nondemocracies, i.e. those with organized 

opposition parties and opposition presence inside the legislature, tend to have lower central 

bank independence.  

 

Note that my argument is somewhat in contrast to existing research on democracies, 

which suggests that governments are more likely to increase central bank independence where 

there are more diverse political coalitions (Bernhard 1998), because this decreases the chance 

that policy disagreements will lead to coalition breakdowns, and also in contrast to research that 

suggests that political business cycles are a key motivation for delegating policymaking authority 

to central banks. In general, we must be careful not to assume that autocracies will behave more 

like democratic states whenever they experience an increase in competitiveness or 

institutionalization. Instead, authoritarian governments may respond to competition in distinct 

ways that deserve their own analysis.  Under autocracy, leaders must weigh the risks of central 

bank autonomy against the risks of losing power to the opposition. While the negative 

consequences of the former are longer-term, the consequences of the latter may be more 

immediate and potentially more severe, since autocratic leaders may fear imprisonment or death 

in case of loss of office.   

I have argued that when autocrats face greater challenges to their rule and contestation 

over economic policy increases, they prefer to implement lower central bank independence.  In 

contrast, autocracies with intermediate levels of personalism are expected to have the highest 

level of legal central bank autonomy. The following section discusses data and methods used in 

my research design. 
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Research Design 

Data and Variables 

The first question I assess, in Table 2, is what factors determine legal central bank 

independence in nondemocracies. I argue that there is a nonlinear, inverted u-shaped relationship 

between personalism and central bank independence in nondemocratic states. That is, I expect 

that politicians in nondemocratic regimes with low levels of personalism and those in regimes 

with very high levels of personalism prefer lower levels of central bank independence. 

The first dependent variable is weighted CBI, which is a weighted overall measure of de 

jure central bank independence.8 The most widely used measure of CBI is by Cukierman, Webb, 

and Neyapti (1992), who calculate a weighted average of sixteen measures, ranging from policy 

formation to limitations on lending to the government. The index ranges between 0 and 1, where 

1 represents the highest degree of independence. Previous versions of the index were missing a 

large number of nondemocracies. However, an updated version by Garriga (2016) now includes 

yearly data on CBI for most states between 1970 and 2012, for a total of 182 countries in her 

dataset.9 The average value of CBI across all observations is 0.49; for nondemocracies, the 

average is 0.45. In addition, aggregate levels of central bank independence may be misleading, 

because there is a potential path dependency in institutional choice and nondemocratic 

governments may inherit central bank independence from previous governments. To account for 

this possibility, I also assess the relationship between nondemocratic regime characteristics and 

reform: First, for Model 4, the dependent variable Reform is a dummy that takes on value 1 if 

there a country undergoes a central bank reform in a given year. If the hypothesized relationship 

between personalism and central bank independence holds, then I expect that the most and least 

																																																								
8 Results are generally the same if an unweighted aggregate measure of CBI is used (results not reported). 
 9Many countries did not have modern central banks prior to the 1970s. 
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personalized states should be less likely to reform central banks and states with intermediate 

personalism should be relatively more likely to reform. Secondly, Model 5 accounts for the 

possibility that some reforms may decrease central bank independence by only measuring 

reforms that did not lead to lower CBI, i.e. only positive or neutral reforms. Again, I expect 

fewer non-negative reforms by states with very high and low personalism. Finally, I also analyze 

how regime type affects four sub-component measures of central bank independence, which are, 

first, legal rules for the appointment of CEO; secondly, rules governing the formation of policy 

objectives; thirdly, legislation regarding policy formulation; and finally, rules regarding 

limitations on lending to governments. Based on my arguments, I expect the relationship 

between personalism and central bank component measures to be similar as in the aggregate 

measure. Of the four measures, the two policy measures (in Models 7 and 8) can be expected to 

convey the strongest signal of monetary policy control. As a result, the hypothesized relationship 

should hold strongly for these two subcomponents.  

For the key independent variables, I use data on regime type from the 2017 version of the 

Polity IV project to define “nondemocracy” as states with a Polity2 score of less than 6 (Marshall 

et al 2017). I analyze the full dataset with both democratic and nondemocratic states, but control 

for democracy using a dummy variable that takes on a value of 1 if a country’s polity2 score is 6 

or higher. Including democratic states allows me to analyze whether previous arguments about 

regime type and CBI, which predict higher CBI for democratic states, are supported by my 

analysis. In addition, I use recent data by Geddes, Wright, and Frantz (2018) to assess the level 

of personalism within a nondemocratic regime. While previous authoritarian regime 

classifications have tended to use discrete typologies, more recent scholarship proposes a more 

unified, continuous approach to measuring personalism.  Geddes et al argue that all 

nondemocracies have varying levels of personalism, defined as the extent to which an 
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authoritarian leader has “personal discretion and control over the key levers in his political 

system.” (Geddes et al. 2017, 1) This approach therefore avoids difficulties relating to potential 

overlap and lack of clear cutpoints between authoritarian regime types.  

The Personalism measure is a continuous variable that ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 

indicating the highest degrees of personalism.10 Based on Hypothesis 1, I expect that the 

relationship between personalism and central bank independence follows an inverted U-shape: at 

very low levels of personalism, political competition and constraints on authoritarian leaders are 

highest. In these states, leaders are particularly concerned with signaling their control over 

political institutions in order to induce compliance. As a result, I expect lower levels of central 

bank independence in these states. On the other hand, highly consolidated authoritarian regimes 

with very high levels of personalism also tend to have lower levels of central bank independence. 

Political institutions are generally underdeveloped in these states and rulers have the highest 

personal discretion in policymaking. In these states, rulers have less need to signal their political 

power, but they also have little need for institutional reforms and consequently are likely to have 

underdeveloped central banks.  

In contrast, nondemocracies with intermediate levels of personalism are most likely to 

reform central banks and will tend to have the highest levels of central bank independence. This 

is because these regimes are not consolidated enough for institutions to be irrelevant, but also not 

competitive enough for leaders to fear delegating to central banks. To model this inverted U-

shape relationship, I also include a squared Personalism variable. I expect the coefficient on the 

personalism variable to be positive, indicating that higher levels of personalism tend to have 

																																																								
10 The variable is coded as 0 for democratic states to avoid democracies from dropping out of the sample. For 
robustness checks, I conduct the same analyses using only the subsample of nondemocratic states, with democracies 
coded as missing. This does not significantly change overall results. 	
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higher CBI, but the squared term to be negative, suggesting that the positive effect of 

personalism on CBI decreases for higher values of personalism. 

In addition, Hypothesis 2 supports my theoretical argument by suggesting that more 

competitive nondemocratic regimes will generally have a lower CBI. To proxy for 

competitiveness, I use recent data by Cheibub, Gandhi, and Vreeland (2014). First, De Facto 

Opposition is a dummy variable that measures the existence of parties outside of the regime 

front. The variable takes on a value of 0 – 2, where 2 indicates the existence of multiple parties 

outside the regime front. Secondly, Legislative Opposition measures whether a legislature exist, 

and if so, whether parties other than the regime party are present within the legislature (Cheibub 

et al. 2009: 5). Thirdly, Opposition Seats is a dummy variable coded by Svolik (2012) that takes 

on a value of one if one or more seats in the legislature are occupied by an opposition party 

(Svolik 2012: 4). Since the last of these variables is available for a much smaller number of 

observations, I include it only in Model 4. Based on my theoretical argument, for all of these 

measures, I expect that the presence of greater political competition will be associated with lower 

central bank independence and fewer central bank reforms. 

Furthermore, I also include a number of control variables frequently associated with 

central bank independence in the existing literature: logged GDP and GDP per capita as well as 

GDP growth and the log of a country’s population (all from World Development Indicators), all 

of which are also lagged one year. Because of the relationship between fixed exchange rates and 

central bank independence, I also include a dummy variable for a fixed exchange rate regime 

based on the IMF classification (Ilzetzki, Reinhart, and Rogoff 2009).  In addition, for the 

models using central bank reform as their dependent variable, I include several additional 

controls that may influence the likelihood of reform: first, since the overall measure of central 

bank is likely to influence subsequent reforms, I include a 1-year lagged measure of a country’s 
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central bank independence. In addition, I also control for (lagged and logged) inflation, since 

higher inflation may trigger central bank reforms. Finally, following Romer (1993), I also 

include a measure of trade openness, measured as the sum of imports and exports over GDP 

(also from the World Development Indicators).   

To account for unobservable heterogeneity in the data, I estimate the level central bank 

independence using panel data regression with random effects.11 For the two Reform models 

(Models 4 and 5), I use random effects Probit models. In addition, all models also include year 

dummy variables (not reported) to control for possible time-specific effects.12 Summary statistics 

are reported below.   

 

Table 1. Summary statistics 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
11	Hausman tests suggest the use of random effects rather than fixed effects models.	
12 Wald tests suggest the inclusion of year dummies is appropriate. 	
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Empirical Results and Discussion 

Models 1 to 3 in Table 2 below assess variation in CBI, with Model 1 analyzing the 

nonlinear relationship between personalism and weighted central bank independence, and 

Models 2 and 3 adding measures of political competition. The results confirm my hypotheses: 

First, the coefficient on personalism is positive, but the squared term is negative, suggesting the 

inverted U-shaped relationship hypothesized. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 4 below, 

which plots the predicted quadratic effect of personalism on central bank independence (from 

baseline model). 

In addition, political competition, in particular the presence of opposition parties inside 

and outside of the legislature, is associated with lower central bank independence. In Model 3, 

the relationship between personalism and CBI no longer holds when Svolik’s opposition seat 

measure is included. This suggests that the presence of opposition exerts a strong negative effect 

on central bank independence in nondemocratic states. Furthermore, Models 4 and 5 suggest that 

the hypothesized relationship between personalism and central bank independence continues to 

hold when looking specifically at instances of central bank reform. However, the competition 

measures are no longer statistically significant in these models.  In addition, Democracy 

generally has a positive effect on the overall level of central bank independence. This is in 

general accordance with the academic literature. 
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Figure 4. Predicted quadratic effect of personalism on central bank independence 

 

 Across all models, the presence of a fixed exchange rate is associated with higher levels 

of central bank independence. This supports the argument that nondemocratic states tend to use 

fixed exchange rates and central bank independence in conjunction in order to signal monetary 

policy commitments to investors. In addition, there does not appear to be any significant 

relationship between GDP and choice of central bank independence.  
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Note: Significance levels are *= 0.1; **= 0.05;  ***=0 .01 

Table 2. Effects of Personalism and Competition on Central Bank Independence and Reform 

 

In addition, Table 3 reports results from an analysis of the component parts of the central 

bank independence measure. Again, the results suggest an inverted U-shapedrelationship 

between personalism and central bank independence. This holds for rules regarding CEO 

appointments, policy objectives, and policy formulation, but does not hold for rules regarding 

central bank lending: the coefficient on personalism is positive, but insignificant for central bank 

lending rules. The size of the effect of personalism on CBI are largest for the subcomponents 
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regulating policy objectives and policy formulation. This suggests that signaling control over 

these crucial areas is a central concern to nondemocratic states facing contestation over political 

institutions. 

 

Table 3. Effects of Personalism and Competition on CBI Components 

 

Finally, the results for the competition variables are mixed: both the presence of parties 

outside the regime front and legislative opposition are associated with lower autonomy regarding 

central bank objectives. However, competition does not appear to have a strong effect on CEO 
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appointment or limitations on lending. Democracy is associated with higher levels on all four 

measures. 

 

Robustness Checks 

Table 4 (in the Appendix) reports several robustness checks: First, I control for several 

possible alternative arguments: First, I include a measure of veto players (Polconiii from Henisz) 

to evaluate the potential alternative argument that lower levels of personalism are associated with 

higher numbers of veto players who may block central bank reform. I find that the hypothesized 

relationship between personalism and CBI holds and that veto players are associated with higher 

central bank independence, which confirms arguments by Keefer and Stasavage (2002, 2003), 

who suggest that more veto players are associated with higher CBI. In addition, I also control for 

the possibility that communism or the presence of leftist parties (from Keefer) account for 

variation in central bank independence across nondemocracies. I do not find a relationship 

between CBI and these measures.  

Furthermore, I also use an alternate definition of nondemocracy based on Geddes et al. 

and analyze the effect of personalism for this subset of nondemocracies only. Again, personalism 

continues to have an inverse quadratic relationship with CBI. Finally, I consider the use of fixed 

effects stronger evidence for my theory, but I also analyze a model without country fixed effects. 

The results are reported in Model 3 of Table 3 below. Again, the hypothesized relationship 

between CBI and personalism continues to hold. 

 

Conclusion 

I have specified the conditions under which autocratic states assign greater autonomy to 

central banks. My main argument was that personalism has a nonlinear relationship to legal 
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central bank autonomy, whereby states with very low and very high levels of personalism prefer 

to implement lower central bank independence compared to states with intermediate degrees of 

personalism. This research contributes to an understanding of variation in central bank 

independence across nondemocratic states, thereby adding to the existing literature on monetary 

policy institutions. My arguments suggest that nondemocratic governments have unique 

motivations in choosing the level of central bank autonomy that are related to their desire for 

political survival. Where personalism is low, political leaders tend to face more competition and 

contestation over political institutions. As a result, they have incentives to signal their control 

over political institutions in order to induce compliance with institutional rules and prevent 

opposition challenges. On the other hand, in states with high levels of personalism, central bank 

independence is less risky for leaders, but leaders also discount the potential benefits of central 

bank reforms. Where personalism is at an intermediate level, however, leaders are less concerned 

about challenges to their rule, but still expect to gain potential benefits from increased central 

bank autonomy. As a result, I found these states to have relatively higher levels of CBI. The 

empirical results generally supported my theoretical arguments.  

Consequently, although central bank legislation is different from de facto monetary 

policymaking authority, I argue that political motivations are nevertheless important when 

designing central bank legislation in autocracies. My findings are also relevant for the study of 

authoritarian institutions, which has not paid much attention to central bank institutions. Future 

research should analyze in more detail how the choice of CBI relates other forms of economic 

policy, such as exchange rates and fiscal policies, as well as examine whether there are ways for 

nondemocratic states seek central bank independence to increase the credibility of monetary 

policy reform. 
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Table 4. Robustness checks 
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 Source: Cukierman (1992), reprinted in Arnone, Laurenz, and Segalotto (2006) 
 


